2021

SUNDAY NIGHT CONCERTS
Concerts begin at 6:00 p.m. in the Beveridge Pavilion and are free to the public.
Chairs will be available.
Please check our website, www.stanleypark.org
July 11

91 South Band
Massachusetts-based, “91 South” is a five-piece band with a remarkably versatile lead singer backed by
a talented keyboardist, percussionist, and lead and bass guitarists. Together, they bring you back to the
days of Elvis, Beatles, Johnny Cash, Rolling Stones, Doors, and Kinks, and then take you on a musical
journey into the ‘90’s with the likes of Bon Jovi, AC/DC and Van Halen. Each member has 25+ years of
experience, with well-known acts throughout the Western Massachusetts and Connecticut area. “91
South” maintains an active performance schedule, playing classic rock-and-roll at nightclubs, weddings,
and corporate and private events. Known for its incredibly high energy, “91 South” is sure to give the
audience a night of musical enjoyment with its incredible sound and blended three-part harmonies.

July 18

The Eddie Forman Orchestra
“The Eddie Forman Orchestra”, also known as “E.F.O.”, is a Western Massachusetts polka band that has
been performing since 1968. The band’s enthusiasm and love for the music they perform, their
versatility and ability to embrace a wide range of styles, and their dedication to strong, lively
performances make the E.F.O., an enduring success. People of all ages are invited to join the E.F.O. to
enjoy a fun filled evening of good music.

July 25

The Eagles Experience
“The Eagles Experience” is the most authentic tribute show to the Eagles on the road today. With a oneto-one lineup that reflects the Eagles during their heyday in the late 1970s, the members of “The Eagles
Experience” each emulate their respective “Eagle”, playing the correct instrument and singing the songs
as sung by their protégé. Every member of “The Eagles Experience” is dedicated to presenting their part
as accurately as possible, and will provide you with an ultimate "Eagles Experience" you will not soon
forget. “The Eagles Experience” only plays songs written and recorded by the Eagles as a band, from
their biggest hits to hidden gems. While there were many great songs by Don Henley, Glenn Frey, and
Joe Walsh as solo artists, the Eagles created more than enough musical material to fill an entire evening,
and then some.

August 1

Union Jack
Featuring the look and sounds of the 1960’s British Invasion era, “UnionJack” takes you back to the days
of The Beatles, Rolling Stones, Kinks, Hollies, Searchers and the many others that followed these great
groups. A five-piece band, “UnionJack” was one of Western Mass’ original “tribute” bands formed in
1979. After years of performing with other bands, UJ’s members reformed in 2002. The current lineup
features Gary Wilkinson, (guitar, vocals), Dave Lempke, (drums, vocals), Jim Brown (guitar, vocals), Peter
Schindelman, (bass, vocals), and Greg Mitchell, (Keyboards). Wilkinson’s lead vocals on classic Beatles’
tunes have always been the band’s strength, along with some great material and more than a little bit of
humor. “UnionJack” follows the history of the British Invasion from the early days of “Beatlemania”
through the end of the decade. In addition to those mentioned above “UnionJack” also features tunes
by the Animals, Yardbirds, Badfinger, Dave Clark 5, Gerry & the Pacemakers, and many others.
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August 8

Good Acoustics
Experience a tribute to the music of James Taylor and Simon & Garfunkel, featuring the band “Good
Acoustics” comprised of three seasoned performers from the western Massachusetts area: Bill DeSanty
on drums/percussion, lead & backing vocals - Mike Smith on acoustic/electric guitars, lead & backing
vocals - Dave Fazio on bass guitar, lead & backing vocals. They have been performing together
professionally all over the east coast for over thirteen years. This acoustic-rock trio is well known for
their emphasis on strong vocals, with all three members contributing as lead singers and each
contributing to the three-part harmonies found in the songs which they perform…
This is truly a memorable musical event not to be missed!

August 15

Eight To The Bar
Listening to “Eight to the Bar” is a lot like driving along a time-warped highway precisely halfway
between Count Basie’s Kansas City and Fats Waller’s Harlem, where the car radio picks up everything
from Jumpin’ at the Woodside to the Andrews Sisters. Their material, like their outlandish wardrobes
and onstage choreography, is a colorful mix of forties jazz and swing, fifties jump blues, and some of
their own swing-influenced tunes. With their female and male vocals, saxophone (their sax player, Collin
Tilton, is Van Morrison’s original sax and flute player who played on Morrison’s quadruple-platinumselling Moondance album), guitar, bass, keyboards and drums, this unique sextet pack a musical and
visual wallop not seen in New England since the group’s inception in 1975. Since that time they have
released 12 CDs and have excited audiences from Europe to the Caribbean. The band has been named
“Best All Around Band” by the CT Now Readers’ Poll 2018 and recently had the honor of touring the
Republic of Georgia (near Russia0 at the invitation of the U.S. Embassy there. Currently the group is
working on its 13th CD.
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